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Starting from the new minimal multiplet of supergravity in 2 + 2 dimensions, we construct two types of self-dual supergravity 
theories. One of them involves aself-duality condition on the Riemann curvature and implies the equations of motion following 
from the Hilbert-Einstein type supergravity action. The other one involves a self-duality condition on a torsionful Riemann 
curvature with the torsion given by the field-strength of an antisymmetric tensor field, and implies the equations of motion that 
follow from an R 2-type action. 
1. Introduction 
Self-dual supergravity heories in 2 + 2 dimensions 
are interesting to study for at least two reasons. First, 
they may arise as consistent backgrounds for the N= 2 
superstring theories [ 1 ]. Second, their suitable re- 
ductions to 1 + 1 dimensions are expected to yield a 
large class of  integrable systems ~l. Recently, a self- 
dual supergravity in 2 + 2 dimensions has been con- 
structed [3 ]. It is essentially obtained by imposing 
self-duality and chirality conditions on the curva- 
tures of an Hilbert-Einstein type supergravity heory. 
In this letter we shall construct a new type of self- 
dual supergravity in 2 + 2 dimensions. Our construc- 
tion is based upon the new minimal multiplet of  su- 
pergravity [4] in which the antisymmetric tensor 
component of the off-shell supergravity multiplet oc- 
curs as the torsion part of  the spin connection field 
[5 ]. In this theory one arrives naturally at a self- 
duality condition on the torsionful Riemann tensor. 
We will show that in this type of self-dual supergrav- 
Supported in part by the US National Science Foundation, 
under grant PHY-9106593. 
~ See e.g. the review article [2]. 
ity theory the field equations of  an R2-type action 
must be satisfied. 
It has been shown in refs. [ 5,6 ]that supergravity 
in the new minimal formulation can be put into a 
form which is very similar to the super Yang-Mills 
system with the Yang-Mills field replaced by a Lo- 
rentz connection with torsion. We shall therefore be- 
gin with a discussion of self-dual Yang-Mills theory 
[ 3 ]. We shall show that this theory actually has a hid- 
den superconformal symmetry which is based on the 
superalgebra SL(411 ). We shall then describe our 
construction of the two types of  self-dual supergrav- 
ity theories in 2 + 2 dimensions. In the conclusion we 
will discuss a number of questions raised by this work. 
In the appendix we give details of the superconfor- 
mal algebra SL (411 ) in 2 + 2 dimensions. 
2. Self-dual supereonformal Yang-Miils theory 
We start with the description of the super-Poincar6 
algebra in 2 + 2 dimensions. The generators are the 
supercharges Q_+, which are pseudo-Majorana-Weyl 
spinors in 2 + 2 dimensions [7 ], and the Poincar6 
Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 87 
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generators, P.  and M,,~. The anticommutators be- 
tween the supercharges are given by #2 
{Q+, Q+}=0,  
{Q+, Q_}=½(1 +7, )yuCP u , 
{Q_ ,Q_}=O.  ( I )  
From the well-known super Yang-Mills theory in 
3 + 1, it is easy to extract the analogous result for 2 + 2 
dimensions, which reads 
8Au = ½¢+ yu;t_ + ½~_ eu2+, 
82 + = - ~7U~Fu~E+ - ½De+ , 




where 2 + are pseudo-Majorana-Weyl spinors, D is 
the real auxiliary scalar field and D u is the gauge-co- 
variant derivative. All fields carry an adjoint Yang- 
Mills index which we have suppressed. Since this is 
an off-shell multiplet, no field equations, including 
the self-duality condition, are implied the the above 
transformation rules. Following ref. [ 3 ] we now im- 
pose the condition 
2+ =0.  (5) 
The consequences of this condition are as follows. 
First from (3) we obtain D=0 and the self-dual 
Yang-Mills equation 
~u~e+Fu~=O¢~ ,. _ ! ,  ~'p~ (6) +z #l+' - -  2 ~llOpo~ • 
Next, from (4) we deduce that the nonvanishing 
spinor 2_ satisfies the field equation 
UDu2_ = 0. ( 7 ) 
In summary, the self-dual super Yang-Mills system 
simply consists of the field equations (6) and (7) 
which transform into each other under the supersym- 
merry transformations 
8A~ = ½~+ ?~;t_, (8) 
#2 Our conventions are {?u, ?~}=2~/~, where ~/u~=diag(-, 
+, +)  and ?u-~,u,*- " C=Y12, cT=--C, (?uc)T=(?aC),  
(?,uuc)r=--?uvC, ~1234 = @ 1; 75=--71234, ?2= 1, [C, 75] =0. Q+ 
are real two-component i dependent pseudo-Majorana-Weyl 
spinors. The Fierz rearrangement formula is Z~7=-½~TZ+ 
~'~Z3'~, for the same chirality anticommuting pseudo- 
Majorana-Weyl spinors and 3f~7=- ½¢Ty'Zy, for the case of 
opposite chiralities. A useful identity is yu'= - ½¢u'P~?mYs. 
82_ =-  17U'Fu,E_. (9) 
One can check that the closure of the algebra indeed 
requires (6) and (7). Note that both supersymme- 
tries Q_+ are present in this system and therefore we 
have (1, 1 ) type supersymmetry ~3.Notice that de- 
spite supersymmetry, the self-duality equation (6) 
receives no fermionic modifications. 
It is well-known that the self-dual Yang-Mills 
equations are invariant under the conformal group of 
transformations, which is the group SO(3, 3) for a 
spacetime with signature (2, 2). Not surprisingly, the 
self-dual super Yang-Mills equations (6) and ( 7 ) are 
invariant under the superconformal group SL(411 ) 
whose bosonic subgroup is SL (4) ~ SO ( 3, 3 ). These 
transformations are given by (8), (9) and 
8Au = - ½if_ y"~,u2_ x~ + ~0~A u, (10) 
82_ = - lyu"yaxpFuvrl+ + 3 a2  _ - ,82_  
+ ~ogUVyu,,2_ +~uO,,2_ , ( 11 ) 
where ~/_+ are the special conformal supersymmetry 
parameters, a fl are the parameters ofdilatations and 
SO ( 1, 1 ) transformations, respectively, and ~u rep- 
resent the spacetime conformal transformations given 
by 
~U(x)=aU--coUPxv+otxU+2xUq.x--qUx2. (12) 
Here a u, co u~ and flu are the constant parameters of 
translations, Lorentz rotations and conformal boosts, 
respectively. The above superconformal transforma- 
tions indeed satisfy the superconformal lgebra 
SL (411 ) given in the appendix. 
3. Self-dual supergravity theory 
In 3 + 1 dimensions there are many different ver- 
sions of off-shell supergravity. Similar off-shell su- 
pergravities in 2 +2 dimensions can be easily ob- 
tained from them. We shall work with the new 
~3 The truncation to ( 1, 0) supersymmetry by setting ¢+ = 0 would 
lead to the superalgebra {Q_, Q_} =0 which is realized trivi- 
ally by the transformation rules 8Au=0 and 52_= 
- i?U~F,~¢_. The truncation to (0, 1 ) supersymmetry which 
is achieved by setting ¢_ = 0 would lead to the superalgebra 
{ Q+, Q+ } = 0, again realized trivially by the transformation 
rules 6~. _ = 0 and 8Au = ½ ~-+ ?u3._. 
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minimal formulation. As has been shown in refs. 
[ 5,6 ] this supergravity heory can be put into a form 
which is very similar to the super Yang-Mills system 
with the Yang-Mills field replaced by a Lorentz con- 
nection with torsion. This is a convenient feature 
since it allows us to apply the procedure of the pre- 
vious section to obtain self-dual supergravity 
equations. 
The new minimal multiplet [4 ] contains the vier- 
bein eu a, the gravitini g/u+, the antisymmetric tensor 
field Bu, and an SO ( 1, 1 ) gauge field V u. In 2 + 2 di- 
mensions the supersymmetry t ansformations are 
1 - a (13) 6eua=½g+ ~'a~u-- + ~--~' ~"U+, 
~i~U+ = ~u(.Q+, V+)~+ , (14) 
6Bu, 3- +3g_ (15) = ~+ Ytu~v]- Ytu ~t/vl + , 
6V.u=~+ ab 1 -  ,,b (16) 7u7 ~ab---8~-Tu7 ~ab+,  
where we have defined the combinations ~4 
I2u+ ab =o)uab =0)(e, ~) +_ITIu ab , (17) 
Vu+ = V.u dt- l (..lt abcI'~labc . (18) 
The covariant curvatures are 
~u~._+ =~u(O+, v+)~u._+- ~.(t2+, v+)~u~+, 
(19) 
BUt~ p = OiuBvp] -- 3~[u+ Yv~pl -  • (20) 
The derivative ~u on the supersymmetry parameters 
e + is given by 
~(~+,  v+)~+ =(0u-¼&+ a%~q: V,+)~+. (21) 
Following refs. [5,6], one can show that ~u_ ~b, ¢/ab 
and the supercovariant field-strength pab( II+ ) form 
a super Yang-Mills type multiplet with the gauge 
group taken to be the spacetime Lorentz group SO (2, 
2). We find that the transformation rules are ~s 
*~ The supercovariant spin-connection mu~b(e, ~) is defined as 
follows: 
OJ,,ab( e, ~/)=oJu~b( e)--½¢, u?t~c/°J-- ~°yu¢/o , 
where ~u= qG+ + ~'u-- 
~5 The supercovariant curvatures ofVu+ and I2u_ a° are defined 
as follows: 
P~b ( II+ ) = 20t~ V0l + - ½ eta+ ?a~tbla- + ½ ~/)[a-- rA~/b],~+ ,
R - ab l~a,,~ ( t2_ ob t2 ~ua+ b )= ~a ( -)--¢/t~+YdJ¥---~t~-YaJ • 
~Og-  ab = ½ (+ ~,g [i, la_._b d I_ 12 ( -  l u'l" +b , ( 22 ) 
8~u~b= --¼;'ca~caab(Q_)¢+_ -T-P"b(v+ )¢+_ , (23) 
8pae(V+) = -- ~+ 7"Du(O )~,~2 
+ ¼ (_ ~UDu(g2_ ) g/~_b , (24) 
where Du(g2_ ) is the supercovariant derivative and 
the 12_ covariantization i  the last line acts on the 
fermionic as well as the vectorial indices of ~/~. 
Below we shall construct two types of self-dual su- 
pergravity theories which we shall refer to as type I 
and type II. To obtain the type I self-dual supergrav- 
ity we shall exploit the fact that the transformation 
rules ( 22 ) -  ( 24 ) have the super Yang-Mills form and 
use the procedure of the previous ection. This leads 
to the self-dual supergravity heory ofref. [ 3 ]. To ob- 
tain the type II self-dual supergravity we shall make 
use of the fact that the Yang-Mills group in (22)-  
(24) is actually the spacetime group SO (2, 2 ). 
3.1. Type I reduction 
Following the procedure of the previous ection we 
impose the condition 
q/~_b =0.  (25) 
The consequence of this can be seen from (23) and 
(24) to be 
J~cdab( ~'~_ ) ~- ½~cdefRefab( ~_  ) ,  (26) 
pab( V+ ) =0,  (27) 
7"D.(~2_ )~ua_b =0. (28) 
We recognize (27) as one of the equations of motion 
that follow from the 2 + 2 version of the R-type ac- 
tion ofref. [4], 
e - Iae(R)  = - ½R (~o) - ~+ ~u~P~,(og, V) ~up_ 
!r2r d, abc~_2e-lEuvaaVuOvB~" (29) -- 2J labcli  T 
By supersymmetry, the remaining equations of mo- 
tion based on this action also follow. As for (28), it 
can be written in terms of derivatives of the gravitino 
and Einstein equations of motion. 
One of the equations of motion that follows from 
(29) is 
l~abc :O . (30) 
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Hence, (26) reduces to 
Rcd ab ( o) ( e ) ) I efab =~e~defR (w(e) ) ,  (31) 
where we have used (25) a6. From (31) and the 
identity R l~b~ld(tO) = 0, it then follows that the Ricci- 
tensor vanishes, i.e. 
Rab(tO) =0.  (32) 
The supersymmetry variation of (31 ) leads to the 
following duality condition on the gravitino curva- 
ture: 
q/aS = ½ ~abcdq/cd - . (33)  
This duality condition can also directly be proven 
from the gravitino field equation ~a q/~ = 0. The same 
gravitino field equation, together with the condition 
(25) is equivalent to the gravitino curvature con- 
straint imposed in ref. [ 3 ]. Thus, our component re- 
suits for the type I self-dual supergravity are presum- 
ably equivalent to the superspace r sults ofref. [3]. 
In summary, the type I self-dual supergravity is de- 
scribed by (31 ) and (33) plus the Bianchi dentities 
for the curvatures which together imply the equa- 
tions of motion that follow from the R action. Due to 
(25), (27) and (30) the fields q/u+, VF, andBu~ drop 
out of the theory and the only equations of motions 
in addition to (31) and (33) are the supercovariant 
Einstein and gravitino field equations for the fields 
eu a and q/u-, respectively. Thus, the type I self-dual 
supergravity has the local supersymmetry given by 
~eu ~= ½~+ ~'~q/u-, (34) 
~q/u- = Nu(og)e_. (35) 
Closure of the algebra requires that the supersym- 
metry parameter  + be covariantly constant, i.e. 
Du(og)e+ =0.  (36) 
The integrability condition of this equation leads to 
the self-duality condition (31) for the Riemann 
curvature. 
Note that despite that fact that there are no fer- 
mionic corrections to the self-duality equation (31 ) 
#6 We have solved (25) by choosing the gauge Yu+ = 0. In this 
gauge, all fermionic terms in the spin connection og(e, ~u) and 
the supercovariant curvature ~,a ~b vanish. As a consequence, 
the self-duality condition (31) does not contain any fer- 
mionic terms. 
it nonetheless is supercovariant and transforms into 
the gravitino field equation under the above super- 
symmetry transformations. Note also that, since the 
self-duality conditions (31 ) and (33) do not follow 
from the action (29), of course the latter cannot be 
considered as the action for type I self-dual 
supergravity. 
3.2. Type H reduction 
In this reduction we make use of the fact that each 
one of the gravitino curvatures q/a_+b is in a reducible 
representation f SO (2, 2), namely (3, 1 ) ~ ( 1, 3 ). 
The type II reduction amounts to setting one of these 
pieces equal to zero, i.e. 
q/a+_b-~ I .abcd.,. ~ v, ca+_ • (37) 
This condition and supersymmetry are evidently 
consistent with the following self-duality conditions: 
i~c,#S ( o_  ) = ½ ~ a~e"l~<<~<s( a_  ) , (38) 
[~ab( V+ ) = ½6ab<aPca( V+ ). (39) 
The above three equations, together with the Bianchi 
identities for the curvatures, define type II self-dual 
supergravity. We observe that (39) together with the 
Bianchi dentity 
1 - ). DEaFs<1 ( V+ ) + ~ qTtab + ~aq/~l~- -- ~ q/l~b- 7 q/cla+ = 0 
(40) 
and the self-duality conditions (37) imply that 
8DaFab(  V+ ) + .-cd ,b, cd 0 ~'+r  ~-= • (41)  
We recognize this as one of the field equations that 
follow from the 2 + 2 version of the R 2-type super- 
gravity action constructed in refs. [ 5,6 ], 
e-ILp(R2) = ~Ru~ ab(~'2_ )Ravab( ff2_ ) 
-2Pas(V+)pas(V+) + ½ ¢aS~,~D ~( O_ , V) q/.s 
+ l~.u~,lcd~,)Uq/as[RcaaS(~r2_ ) +J~cdab(g'2_ ) ] ,  (42)  
where q/u= q/u+ + q/u- and the g2 covariantization in 
the kinetic term of the gravitino curvature acts both 
on the spinor as well as the vector indices of q/aS. By 
supersymmetry it then follows that the field equa- 
tions for the remaining fields eu", q/u± and Bu~ must 
also be satisfied. We arrive at the same conclusion by 
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considering the consequences of (37) and (38) to- 
gether with the Bianchi identities. 
In summary, the type II self-dual supergravity he- 
ory consists of the self-duality equations ( 37 ) -  ( 39 ) 
plus the Bianchi identities for the curvatures which 
together imply the equations of motion that follow 
from the R 2 action. Note that in contradistinction to 
the type I theory the self-duality condition on the 
Riemann curvature involves extra fermionic terms. 
The type II theory is invariant under the following 
supersymmetry ansformations: 
~e u a = ½ g+ yaWl,u_ .~ 12 ~_ yawl#+, (43)  
~U +- = (OU -- ~$?U+ abyao ~: Vu+ )~ +- , (44) 
3 - +IS_  (45) gBuu = g~+ ?tuqGl- ~Euq#pl+ , 
8 V u = 1 ~+ ?u~ab~t~b- • (46) 
Although the equations of motion of type II self- 
dual supergravity imply the equations of motion cor- 
responding to the above R 2 action, the converse is 
not true and therefore the R 2 action, of course, can- 
not the considered as the action for the type II self- 
dual supergravity. 
Finally, we note that the self-duality condition (38) 
implies that 
Rcd ab ( ~'~ + ) 1 l ~ vfab l" l"l = ~ca~S~, t~,+) (47) 
owing to the identity 
fia~(~- )= fic~.b (£2+) • (48)  
Furthermore, for a torsionful curvature the self-dual- 
ity condition (38) does not imply that the Ricci ten- 
sor vanishes. Instead, one is only able to show that 
the Ricci tensor is proportional to torsion-dependent 
terms. 
4. Comments 
In this letter we have constructed a new type of self- 
dual supergravity theory in 2 + 2 dimensions based 
on a torsionful curvature tensor. Our results raise a 
number of interesting questions. 
A natural question to ask is the connection be- 
tween the self-dual supergravities considered here and 
the N= 2 supersymmetric string theories. The appro- 
priate ones to consider are the "type I I"  N= 2 super- 
string theories. They have different versions labeled 
by a positive integer and are called Zn-symmetric 
strings [ 1 ]. The simplest version (n = 0) has ordi- 
nary self-dual gravity as a consistent background, and 
it describes a spin-0 particle. In general, the Zn-string 
has n particles with spins O,l /n,  2/n,  ..., (n -1  ) /n .  
Thus, the Z2 string seems to be the best candidate to 
have a connection with the self-dual supergravity 
theories described above #7 
In search of spacetime supersymmetric versions of 
N= 2 superstrings it may be useful to consider their 
Green-Schwarz type formulations. In this regard we 
note that off-shell supergravity in the new minimal 
formulation isa consistent background for the Green- 
Schwarz superstring in 3 + 1 dimensions [8 ]. The 
same model can be taken over to represent the Green- 
Schwarz superstring in 2 + 2 dimensions [3 ], with 
obvious changes in the signature of the spacetime 
metric and the reality conditions on the spinorial co- 
ordinates of the target superspace, which will now be 
parametrized by x u, O+ and 0_. It would be interest- 
ing to find a mechanism that will put the supergrav- 
ity background on-shell, with or without self-duality 
conditions, and to find the "N= 2 supersymmetric" 
versions of these Green-Schwarz type superstring 
theories. 
It is also worth mentioning that the mathematics 
used in discussing self-dual Yang-Mills or supergrav- 
ity theories resembles that used in the discussion of 
Kaluza-Klein compactifications and solitonic solu- 
tions to string theories in ten dimensions. An impor- 
tant difference, however, is that in the latter case all 
background fermions are set equal to zero and not all 
supersymmetries are maintained, depending on the 
background. Typically, residual supersymmetries are
found in self-dual backgrounds. In the case of self- 
dual supergravities all supersymmetries are main- 
tained and not all fermions are vanishing. 
Finally, we recall that the supergravities consid- 
ered in this letter have a ( 1, 1 ) supersymmetry in 2 + 2 
dimensions. A chiral truncation to ( 1, 0) supersym- 
metry would lead to the superalgebra {Q_, Q_ } = 0. 
In this case there is no need to supersymmetrize the 
bosonic self-duality conditions ince the gauge fields 
will be inert under supersymmetry. To obtain a non- 
trivial ( 1, 0 )-supersymmetric self-dual system in 2 + 2 
#7 We thank C. Vafa for pointing this to us. 
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dimensions, one should consider the following 
superalgebra: 
{Q_ a_}=!,,u~,.~.¢ (49) , 21  "~aw/zv  
where M,~ are the Lorentz generators, self-dual in the 
/~, v indices, therefore representing effectively an 
SO (2, 1 ) rotation. A ( 1, 0) self-dual supergravity 
theory based upon this algebra has been considered 
in ref. [9 ]. 
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Appendix. 
The superconformal lgebra SL(411) 
The bosonic subalgebra of SL(4I I )  is SL(4)× 
SO( 1, 1 ) generated by the SO(2, 2) generators Mu,,, 
translations Pu, conformal boosts K u, dilatation D and 
the SO( 1, 1 ) generator A. The nonvanishing com- 
mutators for this bosonic subalgebra are 
[ Mu~, Mpo] = rl~pMu,, - rl~oMu# - quaMpo + q/aaMup , 
[ Mu,,, Pp ] = q,,aPu - rl~P,, , 
[ Mu,,, Kp ] = rl.pK u - r/~oK., 
[Pu, K . ]=2( r lu .D-Mu. )  , 
[Pu, D] =Pu,  [K,,, D] = -K  u . 
The fermionic generators are the supersymmetry 
generators Q_+ and the special supersymmetry gener- 
ators S_+, all of which are real two component 
pseudo Majorana-Weyl spinors. The nonvanishing 
(anti)commutators involving the spinorial genera- 
tors are 
{Q_, Q+}=-2(P_yuC)Pu ,  
{s+, s_ } =2(P+ ~,~C)K., 
{S+_ , Q+ } =P.  (2D+ yU~Mv~ +_A )C,  
[Pu, S+ l = -YuQ~-, [Ku, Q+ ] =y,,Sq: , 
[M,,~, Q+]= l -~E,,,'Q± [Mu,,,S+ ]= l , _ - -  i YuvS+_ , 
[D ,Q+]=-½Q+,  [D,S+]=½S+, 
[A ,Q+]=+3Q+,  [A,S+]=-T-3S+, 
where P+ = ½ ( 1 _+ 75). 
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